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By Chris Elliott.......

Northern Cyprus is a very diverse country with mountains, large plains and very fine areas to the west where
fruit and vegetables can be grown and at one time Cyprus past exported many products to the world.

The environment has changed and in the past few years an undersea freshwater pipeline was laid by Turkey
which feeds into the massive Geçitköy Dam and is then pumped up the mountain to the Camlibel water
processing plant which then pumps water all round North Cyprus to both towns, cities and villages.

This has been a massive ongoing project with water supply pipelines being laid and commissioned and this
will be a benefit to all and in particular to the agricultural communities which includes the western regions
which has been renowned for its fruit and one of the delights is to enjoy strawberries that come from the
lovely village of Yesilirmak and soon the western region will have its share of water from Turkey which will
see the " sunrise in the west" of North Cyprus as it starts to regain its rightful place as a producer of fruit and
vegetables.

In preparation for the future, Cemal Redif the General Manager of Cypfruvex Ltd recently visited the 8th
International Citrus Festival in Mersin, Turkey as preparation and long term planning is being made and for
the TRNC to apply to become a member of the International Citrus Congress (AKIB).

To read more see pages 4 and 5.

https://cyprusscene.com/e-newspaper/
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Congratulations to Chris and Margaret at CyprusScene

Introduction by Chris Elliott...

Running a website for the past 7
plus years has been very hard and
in addition to that, we now produce
an online weekly e-newspaper with
the latest 100th edition with a
growing readership and it's very
nice when we receive words of
thanks and encouragement as in the
case of 13 year old Peri Sualp who
had taken the time to make a video
below to convey her feelings for
what we do.

By Peri Sualp ....
This week, I want to talk a little
about Chris Elliott and Margaret
Sheard, the owners of CyprusScene

- the renowned online weekly E-
newspaper and website for
Northern Cyprus.

Chris and Margaret both have
been working really hard to
publish the e-newspaper for almost
two years. Recently they published
the 100th issue of the online weekly
e-newspaper. What an
achievement! And they have been
doing this every single week no
matter what.

Unfortunately, they both had
serious health issues recently but
they never gave up on their
commitment to the e-newspaper
and loyalty to their followers.

Their hard work is something to
really be appreciated and admired.

Being the youngest of their writers,
I haven’t written every week, when
I was supposed to, because of my
school and outside school activities
but Chris and Margaret never miss
a day of Cyprusscene and show an
incredible effort to it.

Yes, they do enjoy their job but it is
very difficult to produce an issue
each and every week and
especially if you are not earning a
penny in return. They deserve
praise for all the effort in the

realisation of the online weekly e-
newspaper paper which is a great
tool in the recognition of North
Cyprus.

I also would like to thank them for
providing an opportunity for me to
write my articles and be a young
voice of my generation.

I hope Cyprusscene continues to
live for many more years to come.

Congratulations Chris and
Margaret for the 100th issue!

https://cyprusscene.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Chris-Margaret-100th-edition.mp4

https://cyprusscene.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Chris-Margaret-100th-edition.mp4
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Road maintenance planned by end of 2019
Although there are limited
opportunities, before the end of
2019, emergency repair and
maintenance works on roads were
initiated and planned at many
problematic points. In addition to
emergency repairs, some steps
have been taken towards
guardrails, road markings, signage
and lighting deficiencies.

In this context; Ercan and Iskele
junction maintenance and repair
work has begun. The collapse,
deformations and basic reinforced
asphalt renewal work on this route
are continuing.

In the Karpaz region, Kalecik-
Çayırova areas, emergency repair
and maintenance work has started.
In the continuation of these works,
Ziyamet-Kaleburnu Road, Yeni
Erenköy and Yedikonuk
connection roads are receiving
general maintenance and repair
work.

The Inonu-Vadili road
maintenance and repair tender was
completed on 7th November and
the work will begin following the
delivery of necessary materials..

The Şirinevler, Kozanköy
mountain road, Ağırday, Alemdağ
and surrounding areas, general
repair and maintenance tender has
been arranged and work will begin
in these areas.

Doğancı Circle-Yesilyurt,
Yeşilyurt -Lefke, Lefke-Genikonağı
emergency repair and maintenance
tenders were concluded.
Renovation and repair work starts
at these points.

Girne West Ring Road Stage I,
tender was opened and following
the tender process, the work will
start.

Lefkosa, Fazil Kucuk Boulevard
junction signalling and intersection
arrangement tenders are being
prepared. Following the tender
process, the transformation of the
intersection will begin.

Lefkosa, Fazıl Küçük Boulevard a
general repair and maintenance
tender is being prepared. After the
tender, studies will begin for the
problematic points of the
boulevard.

Lavinium Sitesi entry-exit points
construction cost calculation /
project study work is completed.
Following this, the tender process
work will begin immediately.

The planned expansion and
renovation project on the route
from the roundabout at the entrance
of Ercan Airport towards Gaziköy
has been completed and the tender
process starts.

Within the framework of re-
planning the route between
Güzelyurt and Kalkanlı, including
pedestrian and bicycle routes, the
project work starts in cooperation
with Güzelyurt Municipality and
METU KK Campus. Following the
completion of the planning, work
will start on the relevant route.
General tender for guardrail, road
lines and signage deficiencies has
been concluded. In this context,
contracts will be signed and work
will begin shortly.

Finance is required in line with the
need of repair / maintenance related
to problematic road lighting
throughout the country. A finance
request was made to the Ministry.
In the case of the Finance Ministry
meeting our demand, the main
artery lighting problems will be
solved within 1 month in
cooperation with KIB-Tek.

In addition to this, the remaining
half of the projects supported by
the Republic of Turkey are to be
resolved with the coordination of
the TRNC following studies by the
General Directorate of Highways in
respect of Iskele-Çayırova and
North Lefkosa Ring Road projects
of paving and other transactions
and both projects are expected to be
achieved by the end of the year.

Tolga Atakan
Minister of Public Works and
Transportation
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TRNC will make the Sun rise in the West through fruit growing
Continued from front page ....

Cemal Redif said, The main purpose
of our project is not only citrus
growing but reversing the destruction
of water in Güzelyurt through
decreasing water quality but with the
arrival of Turkish water in our region
to increase competition in the market
and create new plantations and start
old plantation producing again. It's not
necessarily in this region to produce
and export citrus fruits.

We need to produce for the domestic
market. We are an island country and
export-dependent production to export
never makes a profit. What we need to
do is to provide local production
products that tourists, students and
people in our country can consume,
and also promote these activities
through tourism and the tourists who
visit our region.

We don't do export-oriented
production because we have huge
competitors with high production. We
cannot compete with these countries
that produce very seriously. We have
to take into account that our
production costs are very high and that
all the products we use in production
are imported from abroad, Cemal
Redif said. “Water is planned to reach
our region in 2021. We have to do our
homework in the best way until then. 2
years later this water will come, but
we will plan what we will do with this
water. We have to decide what to plant
in the gardens that are emptied from
citrus fruits and we have to make
preparations in this direction. With the
arrival of water, we need to create new
plantations by planting trees such as
hard fruit, bananas, passion fruit,
guava, date palm, and growing
potatoes and artichokes to make them
a brand”.

A WATER LIFELINE WILL
COME TO THE REGION

He also said: Production should be
made in the region 12 months of the
year with the arrival of agricultural
water to the Güzelyurt region and
argued that greenhouse cultivation in

the region should be improved and we
should get rid of dependence on
imports of fresh vegetables.

With the arrival of water in the
Güzelyurt region, Redif stated that the
salinity rate of groundwater will
gradually decrease and that each
region in Güzelyurt basin has different
soil and climate structure and that the
vacant lands in these regions should be
brought into production in a planned
manner.

Emphasizing that there are many fruit
species that can be grown in the
Güzelyurt region and that our
country's climate is suitable for
growing exotic fruits, Cemal Redif
said, while we have such an
opportunity, if we are importing these
fruits instead of producing them. If we
produce a little more than the amount
we will import and direct it to the
domestic market, we will be profitable
in every aspect as a country.

“WE HAVE TO PRODUCE IN A
PLANNEDWAY”

Cemal Redif emphasized that one of
the biggest problems in our country is
unplanned production and said, “In
2009 the yield of Mandora (Mandarin
and Orange cross) was 4 thousand
tons. This product is not marketable. It
is not a preferred product because its
skin is hard and it does not peel easily.
Despite this, production continues to

increase seriously and unplanned.
However, this product is fortunately
not widely available in the market, he
said.

Many of the citrus orchards in the
region are of old and aging trees which
should be cut, said Redif. Instead of
these starting growing at the end of
August to begin harvesting for 10
months, the harvest will continue to be
cultivated, he said. Stating that the
agricultural sector should turn to
domestic employment instead of
seasonal migrant workers, Cemal Redif
said, “It is not easy to find domestic
employment as seasonal workers
because the harvest period lasts only 3
months. But in Turkey as a production
it can take 7-8 months, we can create
domestic employment in the harvesting
business area.

We will have the opportunity to grow
all kinds of fruit and vegetables in the
Güzelyurt region with its quality soil,
climate and future water. Our
manufacturer has the necessary
knowledge and experience. There is
only one shortage of water and
orientation,” he argued that if they are
solved then Guzelyurt's good fortune
will change.

“WE NEED INNOVATIONS”

Pointing out that there are many
different and new species in citrus,
Cemal Redif said, We are trying to

carry out this business with 60-70
years old species and the system is
blocked. The way to overcome this is
to switch to new species. You cannot
get the yield and quality you want
from these trees.

If we can find a market for the
producer and show this potential to the
producer, then they will not hesitate to
make the necessary investments and
breakthroughs in our producers and
underlined that this planning should be
done as soon as possible.

Redif said there are different markets
in which we need to make production
in our country and the only way we
can be exporting products produced
with different types of products is to
make production at different times
than they are normally available.
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Cont'd... The Sun will rise in the West through fruit growing
“WE CANNOT MARKET OUR
PRODUCTS TO OUR DOMESTIC
MARKET”

Cemal Redif stated that we had
serious problems in terms of
marketing the products produced in
our country and that we could not find
a sustainable market. He added that
the products grown in our country
should be marketed not only in raw
form but also in processed form and
that we were unable to process these
processed products.

“We have close to one and a half
million tourists in our domestic
market and close to 100 thousand
students. However, we are incapable
of bringing our own products to this
potential. If we believe in the
production of citrus and agricultural
sector for the development of the
country's economy and believe in
production, for example, pastes of
citrus products, jams, fruit juices,
lemonades, small plants can produce
for the domestic market and the
private sector should be encouraged
to become involved in our future
development".

“We cannot consume our products in
our own domestic market, said Cemal
Redif.“How many homes drink
orange juice, how many children
know the taste of pomegranate juice.
First of all, we should enter the
houses in our own country. If half of
the country's population drinks 1 litre
of pomegranate juice per year, we
don't need to export the pomegranate
we produce, but there is no awareness
and education in schools, government
offices or any institution”.

“We want to bring CYPFRUVEX
to a sustainable structure”

Pointing out that Cypfruvex is a
balancing element in terms of
protecting both the producer and the
exporter, Cemal Redif said, “We are
primarily trying to improve the
economic structure in order to sustain
and survive. In the past years,
Cypfruvex has been severely

damaged. We have a salaried team of
43 people and even in the dead season
with temporary employment,
contracted employment and seasonal
recruitment.

This means an expense of 5 million
TL per year. Cypfruvex has no power
to cover it, and unfortunately, we are
taking from the manufacturer's
product price to cover this salary
expense. We're trying to close the
holes to prevent this ship, which is
currently receiving water, from
sinking. We are trying to create a
Cypfruvex that can walk steadily by
taking the necessary saving measures
to reduce personnel expenses and
fixed expenses. In addition, we are
also working to find a market for
products to be sold in the coming
season. We are trying to create new
markets and new opportunities. The
only door that was open for us was
the Mersin Gate. We participated in
Turkey's domestic market and
recently visited the Mersin
International Mersin Citrus Festival
Turkey in order to find out the buyers
to deliver our products to in other
markets,

Cemal Redif expressed his great
interest as the Northern Cyprus team
at the seventh International Mersin
Citrus Festival this year.
Mediterranean Fresh Fruit and
Vegetable Exporters Union, Citrus
Festivals and Conferences Union

Presidency, exporters and academics
in the coming days, explaining the
future of our country. “What can be
new plantations, how to use the water
in the region efficiently, which
products can appeal to wider markets.
In about 3-4 days we will carry out a
workshop.

“MERSIN DOOR IS OPEN TO
US”

The Mersin customs gate is open to
our country, but there are some errors
in manufacturers of some of the
products exported to Turkey. Cemal
Redif said , "There is no intent against
our country and the Mersin door with
us never closes. We have had
problems in the past, but now we do
not have a problem with the products
we send.”

Redif argued that the Green Line
Regulation works in line with the
interests of Southern Cyprus, not
Northern Cyprus, and that the
regulation is not fully operational.
This year we have made some
pomegranate exports, I hope these
exports will increase even more, but
now we cannot say that the Green
Line Regulation is 100 percent open
to us.”.

KAÇMAZ: WE WANT TO
CONTRIBUTE TO INCREASE
PRODUCTION

President, Kemal Kacmaz of the
International Citrus Congress
(AKIB), stressed that they aim to
develop trade relations between the
two countries. “The agricultural
sector is a strategic sector all over the
world, said Kaçmaz.“ We want to
make a contribution to increasing
production in Northern Cyprus. We
would like to share our knowledge
and experience with our stakeholders
in Northern Cyprus about how we
can improve our commercial relations
with Northern Cyprus, increase the
production diversity and capacity and
how to use water reaching the region
more efficiently for agriculture. We
will also consider together what we
can do about the marketing of
products produced in Northern
Cyprus.”

Cemal Redif
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Özersay: ‘We are insisting on our Maraş policy’
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister
of Foreign Affairs Kudret Özersay
issued a written statement and stated
that the policy of the government for
opening Maraş is continuing
decisively.

Minister Özersay pointed out that the
Inventory Commission on Maraş
came together once again and
evaluated the data obtained from
previous fieldworks by the experts
from different institutions. Özersay
also underlined that in reply to Greek
Cypriot initiatives to avoid the Turkish
Cypriot Government's Maraş policy
via United Nations, they explained
their policy to all interlocutors by a
proactive diplomacy.

Özersay stressed that the experts from
the different institutions started to
complete their reports on the latest
situation of the antiquities, churches,
movable properties, power lines and
buildings in Maraş and some points of
these issues will be evaluated next
week in the Council of Ministers.

He also stated that they had taken
diplomatic initiatives against the
initiatives of the Greek Cypriot side in
the presence of the UN Security
Council and they sent a letter to the
United Nations in response to the
Greek Cypriot side's Maraş letter.

The Minister continued his statement
as follows:
“We sent a letter to the United Nations

in response to the Greek Cypriot
side’s letter, and we mentioned about
the steps we have taken and will take
in respect of Maraş at the many
diplomatic meetings we held in New
York in September. On the other hand,
the ongoing lawsuit on this matter was
concluded and a decision was
announced. In fact, all these
developments have confirmed the
proper position of the government

policy towards the opening of the city
of Maraş. Our following a policy that
does not usurp the property rights of
both the former inhabitants and the
Vakıf, and also putting an attitude
based on human rights and
maintaining this balance, is the most
important factor that will enable the
implementation of the Maraş
initiative”.

Turkey’s Eastern Mediterranean reaction to the EU
Turkey reacted to the decisions taken
at the European Union (EU) Foreign
Affairs Council on Turkey’s
exploration and drilling activities in
the Eastern Mediterranean.

The Turkish Foreign Ministry
yesterday made a written statement
and stated :
“We have repeatedly and strongly
emphasised that in the Eastern
Mediterranean, we will not cease to
protect our rights stemming from
international law and the rights and
interests of the Turkish Republic of
Northern Cyprus (TRNC), despite all
of the unintelligible steps of the
European Union.

The decisions taken at the European
Union Foreign Affairs Council
meeting clearly demonstrate that
Turkey’s messages following Council
meetings of July 15 and October 14,
2019, have completely fallen on deaf
ears.

From 2004 up to today, Turkey and
TRNC have exerted benevolent efforts
to turn the hydrocarbon resources in
the Eastern Mediterranean into an

element of stability rather than of
tension, as the side having taken all of
the constructive and positive
initiatives.

The Greek Cypriot Administration
(GCA) and the EU - as misused by
GCA’s maximalist position, can
neither perceive the facts, nor take
decisions in accordance with
international law and the principle of
equity in this process.

We have consistently stated since
2004 that we will not allow the
unilateral usurping of our rights. The
EU’s unrequited and
incomprehensible support to a null
and void administration disregarding
international law, as well as falling
hostage to an important opportunity
for cooperation in the Easter
Mediterranean, should indeed serve as
a case in point.

We will continue to encourage the
implementation of fundamental
principles of international law as well
as cooperation in the region towards
lasting stability and welfare of all the
peoples in the Eastern Mediterranean.

It is evident that the EU, having lost
its credibility a long time ago to stand
as an impartial actor that could
contribute to a solution in Cyprus, will
never be able to take a constructive
and helpful attitude in the Eastern
Mediterranean.

As a matter of fact, it could not be
more ironic for the EU to make
reference to the principle of good
neighbourliness after the launch of our
off-shore activities as it has become

deaf to our repeated calls since 2004
for respect for sovereignty and
legitimate rights of both Turkey and
TRNC.

It is a vain expectation for those who
think that Turkey will bow to threats
and back down on its rights in the
Eastern Mediterranean. No one should
doubt that we will continue our
exploration and drilling activities in
the Eastern Mediterranean”.
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In that last fraction of a second can you do anything?

By Ahmet Abdulaziz....

A few days ago, I was on my
routine evening walk. The time
was about 7.30 pm, and I was
walking on the footpath on the
right hand side of the road.
Heading towards Ortaköy area, I
was about a few meters away from
the Metropol traffic lights, when
all of a sudden I saw a long black
car whizzing past on the left hand
side of the road.

The speed was exceptionally fast
and the driver could not stop at the
traffic lights. Just a few meters
from where I was, the car literally
flew across the traffic lights,
moved towards the other side of
the road, hit a white car on the
other side of the road, which was
waiting for the signal to change,
and ultimately crashed into the
outer wall of a house.

It was a loud boom, and
everybody rushed towards the
scene. I was almost stunned. I had
seen everything as it was
happening.

Luckily there was no big loss. No
one was injured. Of course, the
people inside the two cars were
badly in shock, but none had been
injured. The white car was lightly
hit on the left front side. The black
car did have some serious damage
as it had hit the wall of the house.

I stopped there for a couple of

minutes, and then moved ahead,
continuing my walk.

I was shocked on two accounts.
The first one that I had witnessed
the accident from a very short
distance. Two days have passed,
yet still, I have that particular
scene in my mind, unfolding again
and again.

The other aspect is very important.
I would have been at the same
place where the black car had
ultimately hit the wall of the
house, in a few minute's time. I
would have been at the same spot
had the event taken place after two
or three minutes. That black car
would have in that case directly hit
me. I might have been knocked
down or sandwiched between the
car and the wall of the house, or
maybe both.

As I moved ahead from the
accident site, the first thing that
came to my mind was really very
interesting.

I thought how would news about
my death in the accident appear
the next day in a newspaper. As
always I had first thought of the
heading of the news. It might be
"another life lost in traffic
accident", or "speed kill", or
maybe "crazy driver hit a
pedestrian on the road". Ultimately
I opted for the last one, though I
knew that it would not be I who
would make the news and its
heading.

Then I thought, which of my
photos would my family give to
the news reporter when contacted.
I am sure they would find it
difficult to find a good photo of
mine. "Would they find one from
the memory of my mobile phone",
I thought. Or would they get one
from my Facebook page?

But the first problem for the news
reporter and the hospital staff
would be to recognise me. "How
would they identify me, as I never
carry either my identity card or
anything with me. But I did find
its answer easily, as the people in
that area, all recognise me as for
years they have seen me walking
the same route twice a day.

However, there is an another
important point to be discussed
here. "How safe is it to walk on
the footpath?" Of course, it is not

safe to walk on the pavement. Any
crazy car driver may hit a
pedestrian at any time, anywhere.
We read news of the like
frequently. But I personally feel
that it is safer to walk rather than
drive a car. A pedestrian can make
a quick movement to avoid a crazy
car about to hit him. The
pedestrian does have a fraction of
a second to take any step for his
security. But a car driver does not
have even that fraction of second
at his disposal. Just imagine, you
are waiting for the traffic light to
change to green, and all of a
sudden you see a car about to
crash into your car. What will you
do, in that fraction of a second?
Can you turn your car right or left?
No. Can you reverse your car in
that fraction of a second? again
No.

So if you are in a car, and all of a
sudden you see another car about
to crash into your car, you cannot
do anything at all, in that fraction
of a second for your safety. You
just get hit.

So in a nutshell, on these roads,
where crazy drivers are on the
loose, walking is fractionally safer
than driving a car.

What do you think?

Page 07
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KAR - News Update

ANIMALWELFARE

Our Cat Neutering Public Day (Fridays), are now fully booked for
the rest of 2019. We are taking bookings now for the 17th January
2020. Thank you all for your support and commitment in helping the
street cats of the TRNC. (The Cat Catching Team is still working on a
Thursday through until 19th December).

A message posted to our Trip Advisor Page:
Cassandra H
Our New Baby was a blessing from here.

This rescue shelter is truly a place of wonder. The staff and
volunteers work tirelessly with all their love to make sure every
dog and cat gets the individual attention and care they need until
they hopefully find their forever home. Pens are cleaned every
single day and it warms the heart to see so many wonderful
wagging tails eager to greet you when you visit this wonderful
haven for animals in need. It is clear that everyone who works
there absolutely loves the animals and their job, and they couldn't
be doing more to encourage and educate the local community
about pet care and adoption.

We fell in love with a pointer-retriever mix last Christmas when
we were in Cyprus visiting my parents. His name at the time was
Drew, and he was the biggest, sweetest, most joyful bundle my
fiancee and I could have ever hoped for.

We were informed that his previous adoption had fallen through,
and I can only believe that it was because he was meant to be with
us instead because on Christmas Eve, we decided we needed him
no matter what and promptly signed the adoption papers to seal
the deal.

Drew was Canada bound! He is now a part of our small family
and we cannot imagine life without him. We come home every
day from work eager to see him, and he greets us like we are the
rock stars of his world. His love knows no limits, and it is all
thanks to Elaine, the Chairman of KAR, and her amazing team
that has brought our baby home to us. We are so blessed and
grateful and we hope everyone who visits considers adoption or
volunteering because the rewards you get are priceless when you
look into your future fur baby's eyes and know you have also
made a difference.

For everyone in the TRNC and anyone abroad who would like to
donate to help with items for the Tombola for the Christmas Bazaar
2019 (Saturday 7th December). We need prizes!! Tins, biscuits,
anything we can stick a raffle ticket on! Check out those cupboards,
there must be a bottle of booze in there, no one likes. Please help us
make this a success!! Donations to either the shop in Kyrenia or the
office in Karakum.

This is Dotty. She was found last
week with a severe gastrointestinal
infection. She has now recovered
and is available for adoption. She
is approx 2 months old, or maybe
older as she was very
malnourished. She will be duly
vaccinated and neutered by KAR.
Please contact or visit the office in
Karakum to meet our little girl.
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KAR - News Update

We need your baking skills.... Please, if you can help bake for the
Christmas Bazaar on Saturday 7th December.

Call the office or email and pledge your wares!!
WE NEED YOU!! 0533 8694098 or kartrnc@gmail.com

This week we received the kind donation from Cathy and Malcolm
who organised the 2nd Karaoke Challenge in Esentepe, taking place
over 2 venues...... Thank you guys for thinking of us and your kind
donation of 1,045TL.

Now the weather is cooler our dogs are eagerly awaiting a nice
long walk!! Please consider walking our dogs on one of our
designated walks. The Centre is open daily from 9am-1pm - 7
days per week!!

Kyrenia Animal Rescue rely solely on donations for funding, please
help us to help the animals of Northern Cyprus .

Adopt. Volunteer, Feed, Sponsor, Donate, Love - our animals want
all of these but would be happy with just one of them

Website www.kartrnc.org Tel 009 0533 8694098
Bank Details: HSBC UK: 40-21-02 Account Number 11364812
IBAN No:GB94HBUK 402102 11364812
BIC No: HBUKGB4131B

FULL-TIME VACANCY AT RESCUE CENTRE

We are looking for someone to join our team and is confident to work
within an animal shelter environment.
Hours: 8am - 4pm alternate 5 days or 6 days a week. Work Permit will
be applied for. Transport to the shelter available from the Girne area.
We are looking for someone with clean local driving licence. Able to
help with DIY.
Applicant should be experienced in handling dogs and cats and in
animal welfare.
For further information contact our Centre Manager Elaine 0533
9631950 or Office 0533 8694098.
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"Sleigh Bells in the Park"getting ready for Christmas Shows!
For those who look forward to
Christmas with time to meet
friends and enjoy a good show, do
place the KADS presentation of
"Sleigh Bells in the Park" in your
diary which the cast has been
practicing for according to Carol
Abel who sent us the following
news.

Rehearsals are riding along nicely
for KADS latest Christmas show
“Sleigh Bells in the Park”. Meet
Santa (Horst Gutowski) and Mrs
Claus (Jacqueline McIntyre) as
they join up with friends old and
new to offer their newest venture in
Kyrenia – unfortunately, as ever,
things do not always go to plan!
Luckily they are assisted by Patch
Work (Ray Johnson), Sue Grabbit

(Gabriele Stoppkotte) and Ann
Runn (Carol Abel) to help save the
day.

Thankfully Inspector Ralph (Ralph
Kratzer) is on duty to ensure a
deservedly Christmas ending.
Randolph Reynedier (Stephen
Everett) and James Brock (James
Gilroy) have also come along for
the ride. Fairy Godmother (Diana
Peek) has the added responsibility
of supervising Sugar Plum (Derek
Bradbury) and trainee fairy
Tabitha (played by 9 year old
Loulie Ward) both of whom are
making their KADS debut. Other
debut performers welcomed to the
cast are Holly Berry (Khin Pyu
Dere) and Merry Christmas
(Sandra Poole).

Ticket sales are galloping along
and reservations may be made by
phoning KADS 0533 848 5313 or
contacting the Black Olive Café or
Korineum Golf and Country Club.
The Food Lodge, Catalkoy has
kindly offered to help with
reservations.

Performances are on Friday 29th
November 2019 at Korineum
(130.00TL) and on Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday 2nd, 3rd
and 4th December 2019 at the
Black Olive Café (95.00TL).
All Performances will commence
at 7pm.

CESV/112 have been busy again
This past week CESV/112 has
been very busy being on duty as
first responders at the
Remembrance Sunday event at the
Old British Cemetery, Girne where
a few hundred people were
gathered to pay their respects.

The CESV/112 Volunteers
continued their good works in
distributing medical supplies to the
ambulance services as under.

CESV/112 Facebook page
reported.

Yet another delivery of medical
supplies, this time to Tatlisu
Ambulance Station.

Thank you once again Erman for
delivering to Tatlisu on behalf of
CESV 112.

Halit Kızılkanat posted on
Facebook on behalf of Cengiz
Topel Hastanesi saying:

We would like to thank the
CESV/112 Civil Emergency
Service Volunteers and Umit
Karaner, who have made great
contributions in eliminating our
ambulance deficiencies.
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The Kyrenia Chamber Choir Christmas Concert 2019
It's so nice to enjoy lovely music
and songs and when it is in beautiful
surroundings full of mystery and
promise it is an opportunity not to
be missed so we are sharing with
our readers this message from Carol
Abel.

Dear Chris and Margaret,

The Kyrenia Chamber Choir will be
performing its Christmas concert in
the crypt of Bellapais Abbey on
Friday 13th December 2019.

They will be singing highlights from
Handel’s Messiah together with a
number of well-known Christmas
Carols in which we hope the
audience will join us.

There will also be solos from Katie
Economidou, Sue and Alan Carling
and the trio composed of Maxene
Shailer, Josephine Black and Bridget
Kerr will also sing.

The concert will be conducted by Iris
Langford and Rauf Kasimov, as the
accompanist, will work his musical
magic on the piano.

Tickets available by a donation of
50TL contact :
kyreniachamberchoir@angelic.com

In support of Tulips Help Those With
Cancer Association.

Many thanks in advance,
Carol

Travelling Scots return to Cyprus for Scottish Celebrations
Graeme Mackay, Cyprus
Ambassador for Scottish music, is
returning for his 12th consecutive
year to celebrate St Andrew,
Scotland’s patron saint. The
accordionist has been coming to

the island since 2007 to play for
various clients, notably the
Caledonian Society of Cyprus.

At home in Scotland he runs the
band “Tweed”, an exciting party

band playing traditional music in a
contemporary fashion for events all
over Scotland and abroad.

This year he is joined in Cyprus by
Tweed fiddle player Duncan
Farquhar and piper Andrew Low.
Graeme and Duncan have been
playing together since young boys
and have become music brothers.

Andrew has been touring with
Graeme for several years and is no
stranger to Cyprus having visited
many times to play as part of the
celebrations. He is a popular full
time bagpipe player in Scotland
and has toured with the “Red Hot
Chilli Pipers” and with several pipe
bands.

The guys are gearing up for a great
week on the Island and will be
performing at the “Soulist Coffee
& Music House” on Friday 29th
November. Starting at 9.00pm.

“ We are always very grateful to
venues who want to have us play
when on tour, it helps us to
promote our music and we are
always happy to put on a party. It
also helps with our expenses and to
keep our costs down across the
whole tour by having several
nights to play. We will also be
playing for the Caledonian
Society’s St Andrew’s Ball and
also a couple of other events
around the island ”
… says Graeme.

For full details you can check the
Travelling Scots Ceilidh band
Facebook page or contact The
Soulist, Karaoglanoglu Caddesi
no.10 Alsancak.

Other information:
Cyprus Caledonian Society -
+90 533 845 72 96
www.tweedceilidhband.com
www.mackaymusic.co.uk
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Poets Corner

THE PATH OF THE SOUL
By Nick Vye - Sanctuary

Revd Michael Graham...
St Andrews Church, Kyrenia...

As so many of us know living here
in Cyprus being away from your
family during the holidays is never
easy. But seafarers around the
world often have no choice as to
whether they go back home to be
with their loved ones at this time of
year.

Once again this year the Mission to
Seafarers in Limassol is asking for
our support for their participation
in a campaign to bring a little
Christmas cheer to seafarers who
may be in the port over the holiday
period.

Shoeboxes for Seafarers aims to
provide a suitably decorated
shoebox with goodies that
seafarers may welcome at

Christmas when they are so far
from home. The contents may
contain things like toiletries,
notebooks, socks, tissues, soap,
chocolates, sweets etc. The Mission
puts a woolly hat and mug into
each box so donors are asked to
please leave room for them. A
Christmas card would be a nice
touch but no address and certainly
please NO MONEY.

Boxes may be given to the Church
Wardens or Chaplain but please be
sure to hand in any contributions
before 1st December so that they
can be transported to Limassol in
good time.

If you need further clarification
please ask one of the
Churchwardens at St Andrews
Church, Kyrenia.

Seafarers’ Christmas Boxes 2019
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Auction at Jessic Bar for Taşkent Rehabilitation Centre
By Margaret Sheard ....

Due to unforeseen circumstances
the auction which had been
arranged at Jessic Restaurant &
Bar had to be re-scheduled so it
was held on Saturday 9th
November.

There was a good turnout for the
event which was in aid of the
Taşkent Nature Park and Wildlife
Rehabilitation Centre, and started
at 1pm with a very nice BBQ
organised by Muz Aziz and his
staff.

The event with auctioneer Karl
Rugg started at around 4pm and he
soon had the audience digging into
their pockets for the many items
up for auction that day.

Unfortunately due to both Chris
and I having health problems at
the moment, we were not able to
stay until the end but we really
enjoyed what we did see.

There were some great items
being auctioned and we
understand from Martin Marancos

of Taşkent Nature Park that the
final result was a superb
14,300TL which was raised for
Taşkent, a good result for the
wildlife of the TRNC.

Tulips thank Kaya Palazzo for donation from Oktoberfest

Tulips would like to say a huge
thank you to Hakan Demirçeken
from the Kaya Palazzo for
supporting Tulips/Help Those
with Cancer Association from
their Oktoberfest 2019.

An amazing amount of 4,800TL
was donated to Tulips on the 13th
November 2019 in the presence of
Laurence Floyd and Delia
Rushbrooke, who we also thank as
they continue to be strong
supporters of our charity and were

instrumental introducing Tulips to
Hakan and the Kaya Palazzo.

Regards
Sue Tilt

0542 854 8714

Tulips/ Help Those with Cancer
Association
(Kanser Hastalarina Yardim
Dernegi)
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Hope 4 Pets - News Update

Post by Emma Eminsoy 13th November
Normal day for Hope4Pets with cats at the vets! But a dog thrown
into the mix this morning too.

Angus has had a chronic ear infection resistant to the strongest
treatment. So today he was sedated and his ear thoroughly checked
with a camera and another culture taken for testing, he had an
ultrasound to check his bladder - good news, no new stones have
formed. He also had a lump checked on his tail which is just a fatty
growth. — with Basak Eminaga.

Post by Stephanie Harrison-Croft 7th November
Our Christmas Fayre is now just over 1 week away on 23rd
November from 11.00 - 15.00 at the Pia Bella Hotel in Girne.
We invite you all to attend and join us in what promises to be a fun
filled day to kick start the holiday season all in support of H4P.

The lovely Denise Phillips & Can Gazi will be supporting us and at
their usual best on the day and we have a surprise Santa in our
Grotto. There are stalls to delight everyone from children to adults
with festive displays, goodies, raffles, face painting by Faces and
Fun by Zoe, a mini auction etc. all in a friendly and welcoming
environment.

We are looking for cake, mince pies, jam and lemon tarts, pies,
tombola, children's tombola and raffle prizes if you can help at all
and we look forward to seeing you all there x

*Please note ~ parking will be over the road by the football stadium
but stallholders can pull up in front of the hotel to unload before
parking up *

Post by Emma Eminsoy 14th November
These lovely 3 month old siblings are at Animates and waiting for
their forever home. They all suffer in one way or another with
problematic eyesight but are all happy and loving kittens. If you can
offer one (or all three) of these beautiful girls a home please contact
Animates.

Thank you
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Hope 4 Pets North Cyprus - News Update

Post by Elizabeth Stowell 9th September
IT’S HERE! The 2020 Hope 4 Pets Calendar, it will arrive in the
TRNC in the next couple of weeks, there is a limited number
available, this fabulous calendar includes many of the dogs and cats
you will recognise all helped by H4P over the last 12 months. Please
support H4P by reserving one today!. PRICE is 60TL or £8.00,
postage in the UK is FREE.

Post by Stephanie Harrison Croft -

The Motley Crew!

Post by Stephanie Harrison-Croft
14th November

Ho Ho Ho Ho Ho

One of many Santas, Snowmen,
Reindeers and festive offerings for
sale at H4P Christmas Fayre on
Saturday 23rd November @ Pia
Bella Hotel. 11.00~15.00.

All kindly donated by Rose x In aid
of all the voluntary work we do for
street animals in need in the TRNC.

Join us in what promises to be a fun
filled day for individuals, family
and children alike.

Post by Stephanie
Harrison-Croft
5th November.

The good Frodo and
the baaad Ziggy, but
neither ugly

Post by Stephanie
Harrison-Croft -

Ziggy aiming for pole
position.
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2019 Remembrance Sunday - Old British Cemetery, Kyrenia
By Margaret Sheard ....

The 2019 Royal British Legion,
Kyrenia Branch, Remembrance
Service was held on Sunday 10th
November at the Old British
Cemetery, Kyrenia, and once again
it was a lovely sunny day for the
well attended event.

This year 51 veterans came from
the UK to pay their respects to their
comrades who lost their lives
during the Cyprus Emergency. In
attendance was Air Chief Marshall
Sir Michael Graydon GCB, CBE,
President of RBL Kyrenia Branch,
and we were also pleased to see
representing the TRNC, Prime
Minister Ersin Tatar, and Deputy
Prime Minister and Minister of
Foreign Affairs, Kudret Özersay.

The service was conducted by The
Reverend Michael Graham and
started with the Bidding Prayers
and hymn “I Vow To Thee My
Country” followed by prayers, the
Address, the Act of Remembrance,
the Celebrant, the Exhortation by
Major (ret’d) James Gibbs TD, the
Last Post, the Silence, the Reveille
and the Kohima Epitaph by Major
James Gibbs.

There then followed the wreath
laying. As there were many more
wreaths to be laid this year, this was
conducted in threes rather than twos
as in past years.

Following prayers and the hymn “O
God Our Help”, the National
Anthem and the Blessing, the
people attending made their way
home or to the Remembrance
Lunch which was being held at The
Ship Hotel in Karaoğlanoğlu.

Due to recent spinal surgery, Chris
was not able to spend time in the
cemetery to take photographs this

year, so in addition to the few taken
by him outside, thanks are given to
Susie Forster for use of some of her
photographs.

Following the service we spotted
stonemason Keith Rackham, and
had a brief chat with him. We had
spent some time with him at the
National Memorial Arboretum prior
to the unveiling of the Cyprus
Memorial Rock on 21st August
2016. Keith is the stonemason
from Diss in Norfolk who built the
British Cyprus memorial and also
the Police memorial now housed in
the Old British Cemetery, Kyrenia.
He also worked on the Cyprus
Memorial Rock, prior to its final
resting place at the National
Memorial Arboretum in the UK.

Thank you to Major (ret’d) Brian
Thomas who continues to organise
the Remembrance event, and to the
RBL Chairman, Dave Horsfall and
committee members for their work
in making this such a special
occasion.

A video filmed at the 2014
Remembrance Sunday event can be
seen on the link shown below :

https://videos.files.wordpress.com/1Ix91vkf/remembrance-day-2014-in-kyrenia-northern-cyprus1_hd.mp4

https://videos.files.wordpress.com/1Ix91vkf/remembrance-day-2014-in-kyrenia-northern-cyprus1_hd.mp4
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RBL visit to Wayne’s Keep Cemetery and lunch hosted by UN
By Margaret Sheard ....

Following the Remembrance
service and lunch on Sunday 10th
November, there was a trip on
Monday 11th November,
organised by the Royal British
Legion Kyrenia Branch to
Wayne’s Keep Cemetery followed
by a lunch at Ledra Palace hosted
by the 27 Regiment Royal
Logistics Corp. Sector 2 URR
UNFICYP.

We met up at the Pia Bella Hotel
in Girne, 2 coaches arrived and at
9.30am off we all went to our
destination of the Buffer Zone via
the Metehan Crossing. We were
also joined by members of the
Royal British Legion Larnaca
Branch for this event.

Our first port of call was the
Wayne’s Keep Cemetery where
there was an Act of Remembrance
conducted by The Reverend (Capt)
Mark Chadwick CF. The
ceremony commenced with the
Standard Bearers –
Kim Tyler – Union Flag,
Michael Bone – Kyrenia Branch,
Iain Taft – Larnaca Branch, and
Bugler – Paul Shaw.

During the service wreaths were
laid by Kiera Hay – Kyrenia
Branch and Les Briggs – Larnaca
Branch.

Refreshments were provided at the
Cemetery and there was an
opportunity for crosses to be laid
at the graves of some of the fallen
by those attending.

We then boarded the coaches
again and travelled to Ledra Palace
where lunch was waiting for us.
There was a lovely array of food,
salad items, various curries, rice
etc. and a fantastic assortment of
desserts.

Chris and I were very indebted to
Chaplain Mark Chadwick who
went out of his way to ensure we
were seated comfortably and had a
drink, he was so kind and very
nice to talk to.

Many of the group had chosen to
sit outside the dining room in the
sunshine and Kyrenia Branch
Chairman and the Larnaca Branch
Chairman both gave a short
speech, both saying how nice it
was that the two Cyprus Branches
of RBL had joined together for
this visit.

Soon it was time to make our way
back to Girne where we said our
goodbyes to the people who had
made this exceptionally nice trip
with us.

Thank you to Dave Horsfall and
Jill Bell and the RBL Kyrenia
Branch team for a well organised
and very enjoyable trip.
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Güngördü received Cahit Başaran
about the olive has been formed
and Cahit Başaran has carried out
important works by transporting
and replanting the trees.

In his speech, Cahit Başaran
stated that he started the “Olive
Rescue Project in 2005 and said
that he had saved the thousand
year old olive trees that had been
removed due to construction and
road works and transported them
to many parts of Girne.

Cahit Basaran, presented the
Mayor with olives collected from
the thousand-year old tree named
"Horoz Ali" which is situated in
Sevim Ebeoğlu Peace Park, Girne.

Girne Mayor Nidai Güngördü
received Cahit Başaran who has
been protecting and re-planting the
olive trees that have been uprooted
due to construction and road
works.

In his speech, Mayor Güngördü
pointed out that the olive tree has
spread to the world from Cyprus
and Syria and stated that olive
cultivation is of great importance
in our country. He added that
because of the unconsciousness in
the past, the transplantation method
was not used and buildings were
constructed and trees were
reduced. Güngördü explained that
with the Olive Festival organised
by Girne Municipality, awareness

Güngördü welcomed the Lefkosa Central Lions Club
Girne Mayor Nidai Güngördü,
received the Lefkosa Central
Lions Club with President Levent
Şenyüz and board members.

In his speech, Levent Şenyüz
stated that the use of the Girne
Municipality Theatre was provided
for the film show performed in line
with their international service
duties, and thanked the Mayor for
the spectacles and optical lens
devices which had been supplied to
the Burhan Nalbantoğlu Eye
Hospital.

Prof. Dr. Levent Şenyüz pointed
out that “Diabetes screening” was
carried out with the participation
of all Lions Clubs in the TRNC in
front of the Municipality for the
14th November World Diabetes
Day and thanked Mayor Güngördü
for the help.

Mayor Güngördü stated that they
would support the non-
governmental organisations on
issues that benefit society and that
they were always ready to
contribute.

Atatürk's principles shed light on our day
Girne Mayor Nidai Güngördü,
issued a message for the Republic
of Turkey's founder Mustafa
Kemal Ataturk on the occasion of
the 81st anniversary of his death.

In his message Güngördü said,
“Atatürk was a great leader” and
emphasized that with his ideas,
achievements, works, principles
and revolutions, unifying,

integrative structure and foresight,
he took his rightful place among
the world leaders as a statesman
who will always be remembered.

Mustafa Kemal Ataturk's
principles will continue to shed
light on our day and our future
Güngördü added, "his ideas, to
carry to the next generation, is our
first duty," he said.
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The Urban Furniture Design Competition held in Famagusta

Page 20 UNIVERSITY NEWS

By Ahmet Abdulaziz ....

The Eastern Mediterranean
University (EMU) and the
Municipality of Famagusta recently
organised "The Urban Furniture
Design Competition". The
competition was held among the
students of the University.

In total over 200 students
participated in the competition, with
51 different projects.

The award ceremony of the
competition took place at St. Paul's

Church in Famagusta Old Town.
All projects were exhibited at the
ceremony where the participants
were presented with their
certificates.

A statement released by the EMU
Architecture Faculty, Department
of Interior Architecture noted: “The
project aims to design a seating unit
for socialising and resting at the Ali
Mahır Park.

The winning project will be realised
by the municipality. We believe
that the indicated public space will

become more lively and fun after
the project is brought to life. It will
contribute to urban life and be
aesthetically pleasing.”

Famagusta Mayor İsmail Arter
relayed his aspiration for further
collaboration with EMU to create
projects that will contribute to a
better Famagusta.

Invitation to submit research papers in IJASEAR journal
CALL FOR PAPER, Smooth,
simple and timely publishing of
review and research articles.

We are pleased to inform you that
International Journal of Advanced
Engineering, Sciences, and

Applications (IJASEAR) will
accept the papers to publish in
February 2020. We would like to
invite you to contribute your
Research/Review Paper for
publication in IJASEAR. Papers
published in IJASEAR will receive

very high publicity and acquire
very high reputation. The journal
covers all areas of Computer
Science, Mechanical Engineering,
Civil Engineering, Electronics and
Electrical Engineering,
Information Technology, Industrial
Engineering, Sciences and
Applications.

All papers submitted by 30th of
November 2019 will be free of
charge with no processing fees.

Important Dates:

Last date of Paper
Submission
31st January 2019

Publication
Date
29th February 2020

SUBMISSION OF THE
ARTICLE

The manuscripts should be
submitted in word format

electronically through the London
Tech Press Management System
(link shown below).

If you have difficulties in using the
online system for uploading, please
send the paper to
ijasear@Londontechpress.co.uk.

After receiving submitted articles,
the system will send the article ID
and password to the corresponding
author for tracking the status of the
article. The authors are required to
carefully apply to all the
requirements.

Yours sincerely

Editor-in-Chief
Prof. Kabir Sadeghi

Email:
ijasear@londontechpress.co.uk

http://www.londontechpress.co.uk/index.php/IJASEAR/login.

http://www.londontechpress.co.uk/index.php/IJASEAR/login.
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"Astrid" moves on and on in the Mediterranean
By Ahmet Abdulaziz ....

On 27th October a Caretta Caretta
turtle, named "Astrid", was
released to the sea, after
undergoing major medical
treatment at the Near East
University Hospital and Taşkent
Nature Park and Rehabilitation
Centre in the TRNC.

A satellite transmitter mounted on
Astrid, is providing details of her
journey in the Mediterranean Sea.
So far Astrid has travelled for
about 600 kilometres.

The transmitter will keep on
working for about a year. The Near
East University is monitoring her
movements, which will ultimately
help in researching the movement
of turtles in this area.

According to the information
released by the Near East
University, so far Astrid has
travelled 600 kilometers in the sea,
travelling towards the shores of
four countries including Cyprus,
Syria, Lebanon and Israel and is
now in Syrian waters. The turtle is
thought to be heading towards
Egypt. It is wondered which
destination it will choose for
wintering.

Taşkent Nature Park Director
Kemal Basat, who shared
information about Astrid’s voyage,
said that the turtle was followed by
a satellite transmitter after being
released into the sea and according
to the data they received, it had
travelled 600 kilometers so far and
is now continuing its journey off
the coast of Syria.

Basat said “Astrid’s journey has not
yet finished, we are curiously
waiting to see where she will prefer
to winter.

After four years of treatment and
rehabilitation process and regaining
its health, it was sent back to its
natural life and within a 13-day
journey, it went through the shores
of four countries. It is possible that
Astrid, which is currently living
without encountering any problems,
will find other Caretta Carettas in
the Mediterranean waters.

We wonder where she would
choose to spend the winter. We will
continue to monitor the turtle’s
satellite data. We hope Astrid will
survive fishing activities on this
challenging journey and return to
our shores to spawn again. ”

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Wayne Fuller, a
lecturer at the Near East
University Faculty of Veterinary
Medicine, as well as the Cyprus
Wildlife Research Institute
Consultant Marine Turtle Expert,
said that Astrid is following
known migration routes and is
now heading west towards the
coastal waters of Egypt and the
Nile Delta.

Assoc. Prof. Dr. Fuller said,

“After Astrid was released back to
her natural life, she completed her
journey to the east following the
northern coast of Cyprus, then she
headed south and is now
continuing her journey towards the
North African coastline. It seems
Astrid is following other sea
turtles.

During her voyage, Astrid visited
the coastal waters of Lebanon and
Israel, and is now heading west
towards the coastal waters of
Egypt and the Nile Delta.

This means that Astrid has so far
travelled about 600 km in two
weeks and has visited the waters
of Cyprus, Lebanon, Israel and
possibly Egypt.

The North African coastline is a
popular food gathering center for
Mediterranean sea turtles in
winter.

Thus, in the coming weeks, we
will be able to see Astrid settling
in a winter place and filling the
energy reserves. ”
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Island Studio : Explore the world of art
Island Studio provides an
environment for children and
adults to explore the world of art. It
has led the way of building quality
art lessons for art lovers or first
timers. Classes are to learn,
socialize, have fun, relax and be as
creative as you can be.

Some art classes that have been
done in the past include: acrylic
painting, life modelling, still life
painting and drawing, marbling
paper, watercolour techniques, and
drawing with soft pastels and
charcoal. New classes that have
been added are oil painting, glass
painting and many more to come.
If you would like to join a class, all
you need to do is to show up.
Island Studio provides all
necessary materials to
accommodate you in the art class.

Island Studio also provides
painting parties with a minimum of
4 persons to a maximum of 8
people. Painting parties are usually

held on Fridays from 6:30 to
8:30. Art classes are held on
Saturdays from 10:00 to 12:00.
Private lessons are done upon
request.

For more information on classes,
parties, lessons:

• call 548-857-3244
• message Island Studio on
Facebook
•email
islandstudiocyprus@gmail.com.

You can also check out the
monthly calendar on Island
Studio Facebook page.

The holidays are coming up so if
you’re interested in making new
memories and experience
something new with colleagues,
family or friends, call to find out
more information or to reserve a
seat in an art lesson or painting
party. Island Studio is located in
Ozankoy, Girne.
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UPDATE FOR THIS SATURDAY
There is a slight change for this Saturdays class. There will be NO
life modeling with watercolor. However,
we will have our first oil painting class with a Georgia O’Keefe
tribute. Learn how to use oil paints.
All materials are provided. All levels are welcomed.
For more information, message Island Studio or call the number on
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A list of events you can look forward to in North Cyprus. For those charity fund-raisers, venues etc. who would like to include an event in the
Weekly Events Calendar, contact Chris or Margaret at cyprusscene.com.
The Events Calendar is published on cyprusscene.com website every week on Thursday so please try to submit information you would like to
be included by Wednesday each week.

North Cyprus Events Calendar
16th November to 14th December 2019

22nd November – Friday - The Soulist Coffee
and Music House present Alper Cengiz &
Friends from 9.30pm. Entrance 35TL. More
information call 0548 839 8994.

23rd November – Saturday - The Soulist
Coffee and Music House present Stingray from
9.30pm. Entrance 35TL. More information call
0548 839 8994.

23rd November – Saturday - Hope 4 Pets will
be holding their Christmas Fayre at the Pia Bella
Hotel, Girne. Lots of stalls, raffle, tombola,
mince pies etc.

23rd November – Saturday - Island Studio art
class – Painting on glass. 10am-12noon.
150TL. Places must be booked (max. 6 people),
materials provided. Ozankoy area, for details
call 0548 857 3244. Painting parties can be
arranged.

25th November – Monday - Friends of the
TRNC Emergency Services (112) will be having
their monthly quiz night at the Black Olive Cafe,
Alsancak. To book call 0533 840 7834.

27th November – Wednesday - The Soulist
Coffee and Music House present Lady M Jazz
Trio from 9.30pm. Entrance 25TL. More
information call 0548 839 8994.

28th November – Thursday - Quiz of the
Week with Susie, followed by Karaoke at the
Balti House, Esentepe at 8pm. 5TL per person.
2-course quiz menu 40TL. To book call 0542
889 3034.

29th November – Friday - Bingo with Martin
at Charlie’s Sports Bar, Kucuk Erenkoy at 8pm.
30TL. To book 0533 874 6056.

29th November – Friday - Korineum Golf and
Country Club, Esentepe, will be hosting KADS
Christmas show “Sleigh Bells in the Park”.
130TL. Mulled wine, Christmas meal & show.
For further information call 0533 848 5313.

15th November to 21st November 2019

16th November – Saturday - Island Studio art
class – Tribute to Georgia O’Keefe in oils.
10am-1pm. 200TL. Places must be booked
(max. 6 people), materials provided. Ozankoy
area, for details call 0548 857 3244. Painting
parties can be arranged.

16th November – Saturday - The Soulist
Coffee and Music House present Fireballs from
9.30pm. Entrance 35TL. More information call
0548 839 8994.

18th November – Monday - KAR singalong at
Club Tropicana, Ozankoy starting at 7.30pm.
WW2 and after songs. Fancy Dress a must. To
book call 0542 851 1924 / 0533 861 1924.

18th November – Monday - Susie’s Massive
Music Quiz at Charlie’s Bar, Kucuk Erenkoy
starting at 8.30pm. To book call 0533 874
6056.

20th November – Wednesday - The Soulist
Coffee and Music House present Lady M Jazz
Trio from 9.30pm. Entrance 25TL. More
information call 0548 839 8994.

21st November – Thursday - Quiz of the
Week with Susie, followed by Karaoke at the
Balti House, Esentepe at 8pm. 5TL per person.
2-course quiz menu 40TL. To book call 0542
889 3034.

22nd November – Friday - Bingo with Martin
at Charlie’s Sports Bar, Kucuk Erenkoy at
8pm. 30TL. To book 0533 874 6056.

29th November – Friday - The Soulist Coffee
and Music House present St Andrew’s Day
Ceilidh Band from 9pm. Entrance 35TL.
More information call 0548 839 8994.

30th November – Saturday - Island Studio
art class – Life modelling with
watercolours.10am-12 noon. 140TL. Places
must be booked (max. 6 people), materials
provided. Ozankoy area, for details call 0548
857 3244. Painting parties can be arranged.

30th November - Saturday - The Soulist
Coffee and Music House present Alper Cengiz
& Friends from 9.30pm. Entrance 35TL.
More information call 0548 839 8994.

2nd/3rd/4th December - Black Olive,
Alsancak, will be hosting KADS Christmas
show “Sleigh Bells in the Park”. 95TL.
Mulled wine, Christmas meal and show. For
further information call Vicki on 0533 835
5133.

7th December – Saturday - KAR Christmas
Bazaar at Pia Bella Hotel, Girne from
10.30am. Help needed with baking, raffle
prizes, bric-a-brac, jewellery etc. Call 0533
869 4098 or email kartrnc@gmail.com.

10th December – Tuesday - The Black Olive,
Alsancak will be holding a Christmas Market
1pm to 4pm. Stalls, food available and mulled
wine. For further information call Vicki on
0533 835 5133.

13th December – Friday - Kyrenia Chamber
Choir will be presenting “Get a Handel on
Christmas” in Bellapais Crypt, starting at
7.30pm. To reserve a seat contact
kyreniachamberchoir@angelic.com. Min.
donation 50TL. Event is in aid of Tulips

13th/14th December - Black Olive, Alsancak
will be hosting RBL Showstoppers Christmas
Singalong. Tickets 70TL including Christmas
food. (not many places left for the 14th).
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Duty Chemists for the Girne - Alsancak - Lapta areas

Emergency Telephone Numbers Kyrenia Weather (from 16th November 2019)
10-day Forecast

POLICE
Emergencies 155
General 228 3411
Girne 815 2125
Lefkosa 228 3311
Gazi Mağusa 366 5310
Guzelyurt 714 2140
Lapta 821 8512

FIRE
Emergencies 199
Forest Fire 177
Girne 815 2111
Lefkosa 227 1259
Gazi Mağusa 366 5389
Guzelyurt 714 2200

AMBULANCE
Emergencies 112

mobile numbers are prefixed 0533 or 0542 or 0548
landline numbers are prefixed 0392

Chemist Opening Hours
From September 2019 to May 2020 - Winter opening hours are between 8am and 7pm
on weekdays and 8am to 1.30pm on Saturdays.
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HOSPITAL
Girne 8152266/815 2254
Lefkoşa 228 5441;
Gazi Mağusa 3662876/3665328
Güzelyurt 714 2125

ELECTRICITY
Electrical faults 188
Lefkoşa 225 3436
Girne 815 2223
Gazi Mağusa 366 5514
Güzelyurt 714 2122

WATER
Water problems:
Lefkoşa 228 3315
Girne 815 2118
Gazi Mağusa 366 4483
Güzelyurt 714 3516

16th November – Saturday
Öncel Mahmutoğlu Eczanesi, Ecevit Cad. Girne. Tel: 0392 8150850
Kandil Eczanesi, Karaoğlanoğlu Cad. Karaoğlanoğlu.
Tel: 0392 8223842

17th November – Sunday
Şule Yildizdoğan Eczanesi, Salih Miroğlu Cad. Alier Plaza, Girne.
Tel: 0392 8161213
Başak Eczanesi, Ziya Rizki Cad. Girne. Tel: 0392 8153620

18th November – Monday
Tören Eczanesi, Ziya Rizki Cad, Girne. Tel: 0392 8154043
Tören Eczanesi, Vakiflar Çarşisi, Girne. Tel: 0392 8151790

19th November – Tuesday
Ayşen Altan Eczanesi, Mareşal Fevzi Çakmak Cad. Lapta.
Tel: 0533 8585208
Sertaç Eczanesi, Kuruluş Cad. Girne. Tel: 0392 8159067

20th November – Wednesday
Arda Çelik Eczanesi, Zafer Cad. Ozanköy. Tel: 0392 8152069
Güven Eczanesi, Salih Miroğlu Cad. Girne. Tel: 0392 8152409

21st November – Thursday
Mucizem Eczanesi, Naci Talat Cad. Karaoglanoglu. Tel: 0392 8151150
Arkan Adişanli Eczanesi, Hz.Ömer Cad. Karakum. Tel: 0548 8531553

22nd November – Friday
Mehmet Kamiloğlu Eczanesi, Mustafa Çağatay Cad. Girne.
Tel: 0392 8152150
Eda Ataçağ Eczanesi, Salih Miroğlu Cad. Girne. Tel: 0548 8811811

23rd November – Saturday
Ömrüm Eczanesi, Karaoğlanoğlu Cad. Karaoglanoglu.
Tel: 0392 8222287
Tören Eczanesi, Ziya Rizki Cad, Girne. Tel: 0392 8154043
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BTM Football League Results and Tables - 9/10 November

TAI CHI CLASSES, KYRENIA

Tuesdays 10:00-11:00 Yogakioo.
Fee: 60 TL per class or 200 TL for
4 classes (must be used in 4 weeks)

QIGONG CLASSES, NICOSIA

Wednesdays 16:00-17:00 Kumsal
Park.
Fee: 50 TL or €10 per class.

TAI CHI CLASSES, NICOSIA

Thursdays 18:30-19:30 Home 4
Cooperation.
Fee: 50 TL or €10 per class.
7 November 16 Steps Yang Style
Tai Chi Repetition.
From 14 November onward 24
Steps Yang Style Tai Chi teaching
(best time to start for beginners!)

TAI CHI PUSH-HANDS
(Partner Tai Chi), NICOSIA
23 November & 8 December

TAI CHI & QIGONG CLASSES,
ISTANBUL
Details

INDIVIDUAL/GROUP
PRIVATE TRAINING
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Football Fixtures for 16/17 November

Football Results and Tables - 8/9/10/11 November
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By Richard Beale...

Saturday November 9th : BTM
League Red Group: Akdoğan
Özgürlük Stadı

An injury time penalty from Hasan
Bahıtkara, saw Geçitkale knocked
off their top spot, enabling them to
be overtaken by new leaders
Valdiılı and also Incirli.

With Esentepe having a "bye" this
weekend, it enabled us to look
elsewhere for our weekly dose of
local football. We eventually
decided on the Incirli v Geçitkale
game in the BTM League 1 red
group. The BTM League is the third
tier of football in the TRNC, and
the beauty of it is that most of the
matches kick off at 11-00am. An
ideal kick off time, watch the
match, then have a beer, Pide or
Kebab afterwards, and return home
to watch Chelsea v Crystal Palace
match, what more can you want!

On a glorious very warm November
morning, the Özgürlük Stadi
attracted a reasonable crowd, the
only bugbear being no refreshment
canteen opened to quench ones
thirst!

To make us feel at home 2 ex-
Esentepe players were on show,
Mustafa Kiliç for İncirli and on the
bench for Geçitkale defender Firat
Kulle.

The Third division tends to be more
"agriculture" with the big "biff"
being more commonly used!. This
match was no different, plenty of
effort and endeavour but little in the
way of footballing skills. Two very
strong defences cancelled each

A Sting in the Tail for Geçitkale!

other out and it was no surprise
that the deadlock was broken with
a penalty.

The then current leaders Geçitkale
started the opening 15 minutes
brightly having a succession of
shots going wide. Gradually the
home team came more and more
into the match, without causing too
much concern to the Geçitkale
goalkeeper Gürcan.

It was Incirli's turn to dominate the
opening 15 minutes of the second
half, and Gecitkale were indebted
to their goalkeeper for keeping
them in the game. Gürcan pulled
off two brilliant saves in quick
succession, and from the rebound
of his second save Bekir squirmed
his shot wide from a great position.

Hasan Bahıtkara put in a great shot
that had Gürcan scrambling across
his goal to tip the ball over for a
corner.

Geçitkale reasserted themselves
and had strong appeals for a
penalty when Vedat seemed to

Result: Incirli SK 1 Geçitkale GSK 0

have gone down just inside the
area, but referee Fatih was
unmoved.

The match was simmering, but
hadn't boiled over in the hot sun,
the referee was working very hard
to keep a lid on rising tempers.

In injury time the deadlock was
finally broken when Incirli striker
Mehmet Turgut appeared to be
pushed just inside the area and
went down, this time referee Fatih
pointed to the spot much to the
annoyance of the Geçitkale players
and coaching staff. HASAN
BAHITKARA converted the
penalty sending Gürcan the wrong
way.

FULL TİMESCORE 1-0.

When the final whistle did blow
there were some unhappy and
grumpy people from Geçitkale as
they tried to make their feelings
known to the referee.

Incirli back three of Mustafa Kilic,
Mert and their Captain Ramadan

formed an impregnable barrier,
resulting in Goalkeeper Cengiz
having little to do. Though the
match was dominated by defences,
Incirli striker Mehmet Turgut
worked tirelessly up front.

For Geçitkale again it was
defenders that impressed, notably
centre back Koray, who was basic
but very effective, alongside Tanju
who had a solid game

All in all it was worth the effort
going, afterwards we went to ALI
BATMAZ Restaurant in Akdoğan
had some some lovely and unusual
Pide's and of course washed down
with an ice cool beer!.

Right photo HASAN BAHITKARA injury time penalty seals it for İncirli.






